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ABSTRACT

We present the analysis of two long, quasi-uninterrupted RXTE observations of Cygnus X-1 that span several days within a 10 d interval. The spectral characteristics during this observation cover the region where previous observations have shown the source to be most dynamic. Despite that the source behavior on time scales of hours and days is remarkably similar to that on year time scales. This includes a variety of spectral/temporal correlations that previously had only been observed over Cyg X-1’s long-term evolution. Furthermore, we observe a full transition from a hard to a soft spectral state that occurs within less than 2.5 h – shorter than previously reported for any other similar Cyg X-1 transition. We describe the spectra with a phenomenological model dominated by a broken power law and Lorentzian components. The spectral and timing properties are correlated: the power spectrum Lorentzian components have an energy-dependent amplitude, and their peak frequencies increase with photon spectral index. Averaged over 3.2–10 Hz, the time lag between the variability in the 4.5–5.7 keV and 9.5–15 keV bands increases with decreasing hardness when the variability is dominated by the Lorentzian components during the hard state. The lag is small when there is a large power law noise contribution, shortly after the transition to the soft state. Interestingly, the soft state not only shows the shortest lags, but also the longest lags when the spectrum is at its softest and faintest. We discuss our results in terms of emission models for black hole binaries.
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1. Introduction

The observed behavior of most black hole (BH) X-ray binaries (XRBs) can be classified into two major states, the so-called hard, power-law dominated, and the soft, thermally dominated state (e.g., Remillard & McClintock 2006, and references therein; these authors also introduce the most extreme steep power law state seen in only a few BHs). In the hard state the X-ray continuum can be described by a hard power law, which is interpreted as resulting from Comptonization in a hot (kT_e ≈ 50–100 keV) electron plasma surrounding the accretion disk, or in a jet (Dove et al. 1998; Haardt & Maraschi 1993; Zdziarski et al. 2002; Markoff et al. 2005). A strong contribution of jet synchrotron emission is found in some sources (Markoff et al. 2001; Russell et al. 2010; Laurent et al. 2011). In the case of Cyg X-1 the X-ray continuum can be modeled with a broken power law hardening above a break energy E_break ≈ 10 keV and a high-energy cutoff with a folding energy of ~100 keV (e.g., Wilms et al. 2006). In the hard state, BH XRBs are generally observable in the radio with a flat/inverted radio through IR spectrum (Fender et al. 2004, 2009; Dunn et al. 2010). X-ray variability above 0.1 Hz during this state is high (rms > 20%). In the soft state the X-ray spectrum is dominated by emission from an accretion disk and the core radio/IR emission is quenched. Cyg X-1, however, retains a strong power law component even in its softest X-ray spectra.

In most Galactic BHs, transitions between states are common. The state behavior generally can be described as part of a characteristic evolution of spectral and timing states that depends on the previous source history. Over the outburst of an X-ray transient, the source is seen to move along a q-shaped track in a hardness intensity diagram (HID; e.g., Fender et al. 2004; Homan & Belloni 2005). The outburst starts in the hard state; during the initial phase, the source brightens without significantly changing its spectral shape, and the radio/IR flux increases. At some point, the X-ray spectrum starts to soften. The radio/IR flux becomes more erratic. In some sources radio ejections were seen during this intermediate state (Corbel et al. 2004; Fender et al. 2004, 2006; Wilms et al. 2007). After the state transition, the source spectrum is soft and no core radio/IR emission being...
is detected (Fender et al. 2009). During this soft state phase the bolometric source flux decreases, until at some lower luminosity the X-ray spectrum hardens, and the source becomes detectable in the radio/IR again. During the final part of the outburst the source is back in the hard state and the source luminosity decreases until the XRB ceases to be observable (Fender et al. 2004; Belloni et al. 2006).

The observed behavior of BH XRBs is determined by the interplay between emission from the accretion disk and from the regions of the accretion inflow/outflow in which the hard X-rays and the radio emission are generated. Transitions between the two states are therefore especially suited to place constraints on the physics of these components. Despite the fact that the outbursts can last weeks or months, the transitions between hard and soft states are for most sources rare and often fast. Belloni et al. (2006), for example, report a hard to soft transition of GX 339−4 that occurred in less than 10 h. For this reason, the behavior during state transitions is not well studied. In addition, comparisons between different sources are complicated because the influence of other variables, such as the variation of the mass accretion rate, is difficult to ascertain. Here we will present a detailed analysis of a state transition as observed in a single object.

The canonical BH candidate Cygnus X-1 is a persistent XRB that spends most of the time in the hard state; however, it shows frequent excursions into soft states (Wilms et al. 2006, and references therein), including aborted transitions (“failed state transitions”; Pottschmidt et al. 2000, 2003). Because of its brightness and persistent emission, Cyg X-1 is one of the best studied BHs. In addition to studies of snapshot observations (e.g., Gierlinski et al. 1999; Di Salvo et al. 2001; Frontera et al. 2001; Makishima et al. 2008; Hanke et al. 2009), most recent work has concentrated on the long-term behavior of the source from a monitoring campaign with the Rossi X-Ray Timing Explorer (RXTE) at a two week sampling that started in 1998 and is still ongoing (Pottschmidt et al. 2003; Gleissner et al. 2004a, b; Axelsson et al. 2005; Wilms et al. 2006, and references therein). The motivation of the present work was to fill the gap between the bi-weekly time scale and individual RXTE pointings with an intensive quasi-continuous observation spanning 10 days. Our aim was to determine differences and similarities between the behavior of Cyg X-1 on time scales of minutes, hours, days, and the long-term behavior found during the monitoring campaign. As we will show in the following, this observation covered an especially interesting time when a state transition occurred.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: in Sect. 2 we describe the observations and data analysis methods, the results of which are presented in Sects. 3 and 4. The results are discussed in Sect. 5.

### 2. Observations and data analysis

This paper is based on 78 RXTE orbits of observations of Cygnus X-1 on 2005 February 01–11 (MJD 53 402–53 412; RXTE proposal ID 90127). We used data from all three instruments on board RXTE, namely the All Sky Monitor (ASM; Levine et al. 1996), the Proportional Counter Array (PCA; Jahoda et al. 2006) and the High Energy X-ray Timing Experiment (HEXTE; Rothchild et al. 1998). We reduced data from PCA and HEXTE with HEASOFT 6.3.1 following Wilms et al. (2006), but using data from all xenon layers and making use of the improvement of background models, which now allow us to consider data taken at least 10 min after passages through the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA; see Fürst et al. 2009). Spectra and lightcurves with a time resolution of 16 s were obtained using the standard2f mode PCA data. To characterize the source’s spectral shape on this short time scale using hardness studies, light curves were extracted for the two channels listed in Table 1, as well as for the whole energy range of the PCA. For the timing analysis light curves with a time resolution of ∼2 ms (2−9 s) were extracted in the same energy channels. The calculation of Fourier-frequency dependent quantities such as power spectra, X-ray time lags, and the coherence function follows Nowak et al. (1999a). Data modeling and all other data reduction was performed with ISIS 1.4.9 (Houck & Denicola 2000; Noble et al. 2006; Noble & Nowak 2008).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PCA Channels</th>
<th>Energy (PCU0)</th>
<th>Energy (PCU1234)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11–13</td>
<td>4.53–5.82 keV</td>
<td>4.49–5.71 keV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To study the spectral variability of the source, we extracted spectra for each RXTE orbit, yielding 78 spectra with a PCA exposure of about 3 ks each. We considered PCA data between 2.8 keV and 50 keV, and HEXTE data in the energy range 18–250 keV. For the fourth and fifth PCA bin (2.8–3.2 keV and 3.2–3.6 keV) we added systematic errors of 1% and 0.5%, respectively. A multiplicative constant was used to account for the different PCA and HEXTE flux calibration. The constant for the HEXTE had typical values of about 85% with respect to the PCA.

Hard X-ray spectra of BHs are traditionally explained using Comptonization, either in a Compton corona or in a jet (Wilms et al. 2006; Markoff et al. 2005, and references therein). A disadvantage of these models, however, is that the spectral parameters obtained from these models are often not unique (Nowak 2008; Nowak et al. 2011). It is still unclear which of the several models used in the literature is the correct physical interpretation of the data. Following Wilms et al. (2006), we therefore modeled the X-ray spectra using a purely empirical spectral model, an absorbed broken power law with exponential cutoff. In the following, we will denote the power law indices below and above the break energy $E_{\text{break}} \approx 10$ keV with $\Gamma_1$ and $\Gamma_2$, respectively. A Gaussian profile was added to model the Fe Kα line at 6.4 keV. For the thermal emission of the accretion disk the diskbb model (Mitsuda et al. 1984) was applied. This phenomenological model with $\Gamma_1 > \Gamma_2$ describes the continuum with its spectral hardening above 10 keV very well, with reduced $\chi^2$ values around 1. We note that it is possible to map a spectrum defined through $\Gamma_1$ and $\Gamma_2$ to the more physical models, using the correlations found by Wilms et al. (2006). Clear correlations between $\Gamma_1$ and the other parameters of the empirical model allow us to identify the X-ray spectral state of the source with just one parameter, simplifying the analysis of the state dependence of X-ray timing and radio properties.

In addition to the X-ray data, quasi-simultaneous radio observations were made at 15 GHz with the University of Cambridge’s Ryle Telescope. The time resolution was 8 s, using interleaved observations of a nearby phase reference source 1. Based on modeling all Cyg X-1 spectra from the years-long RXTE monitoring campaign we found this selection for the two low-energy bins to provide reliable absorption and disk parameters. We did not add the recommended systematic errors of 0.5% to the remaining PCA bins because the reduced $\chi^2$ of fits to hard state observations of Cyg X-1 can be significantly below 1 in this case, indicating an overestimation of the uncertainties.
and observations of 3C 48 and 3C 286 as flux density calibrators. The telescope uses linearly-polarized feeds, and the measurements represent Stokes’ I+Q; the flux density scale is believed to be consistent with the scale of Baars et al. (1977), after allowing for the difference in polarizations. The overall amplitude scale is believed to be accurate to about 5%, and the noise level on a single 8-s sample is about 12 mJy (the data shown in Fig. 2 have been averaged over 10 min, and so the thermal noise is about 1.4 mJy).

3. X-ray spectral variability

3.1. An hour-long state transition

To characterize the evolution of the source’s overall spectral properties, in Fig. 1 we show the HID of Cyg X-1 as obtained from the single-dwell 90 s RXTE-ASM data taken between 1996 and 2010. In this diagram, the hard state is found at a hardness of >1 and at count rates ≤40 cps. Transitions into the soft state are characterized in the ASM by a softening of the spectrum correlated with a brightness increase, followed by a further softening and a brightness decrease, leading to a Λ-like shape in this HID. The right panel of Fig. 1 shows a similar HID, calculated from the RXTE-PCA 16 s lightcurves during the 2005 February observation only. The figure shows that at this time resolution a Λ-shaped transitional region between hard and soft state in the HID is covered. In the following we will consider the two regions covered in the HID obtained with RXTE-PCA as a “hard” and “soft” region instead of “hard intermediate” and “soft intermediate” regions.

In order to investigate the potential occurrence of a state transition in more detail we now turn to the spectral parameters of the broken power-law modeling of our orbit-resolved PCA and HEXTE spectra. The X-ray and radio lightcurves and the evolution of the spectral parameters are shown in Fig. 2.

During the 10 days of the 2005 February observation, we find $2.0 < \Gamma_1 < 2.7$. For broken power-law models, Wilms et al. (2006) show that $\Gamma_1 > 2.1$ is consistent with transitional and soft states. Thus the range of $\Gamma_1$-values during our observation confirms the conclusion from the HID that Cyg X-1 spent these days close to the transitional region between the hard and the soft state. A closer inspection of Fig. 2 shows that at MJD 53 409.7, from one RXTE pointing to the next, Cyg X-1 changed its photon index from $\Gamma_1 = 2.39$ to $\Gamma_1 = 2.55$ within only 2.25 h (Fig. 2, panel e) and moved in the HID from the harder region to the softer region. No other transition between the two regions was included in these data. The change is also seen in the more prominent disk, whose peak temperature increased to 0.25–0.40 keV and whose inner radius moved inward to a mean value of $17 \pm 3 \ r_G$ from $56 \pm 5 \ r_G$ before the transition\(^2\). A drop in $N_H$ after the transition could be caused by increased ionization of the stellar wind by the much softer X-ray spectrum. The duration of the transition was only a few hours, much shorter than the day-long transitions previously reported for Cyg X-1 (e.g., Cui et al. 1997, 2002) and comparable with the very short transition seen in GX 339–4 by Belloni et al. (2006).

3.2. Spectral variability on time scales from hours to days

In contrast to previous observations, which consisted either of a few hour-long pointed observations or of several ks long observations spaced by weeks, the present data set also allows us to study the spectral variability of Cyg X-1 during a transitional state. Figure 3 compares the variability of the two photon indices, $\Gamma_1$ and $\Gamma_2$, during the 2005 February observation, with that observed in the long-term monitoring between 1999 and 2004.

\(^2\) Values of $r_G$ were obtained from the diskbb normalization assuming a distance of 2 kpc, a black hole mass of 10 $M_{\odot}$, and an inclination of 35° (Herrero et al. 1995).
Fig. 2. Temporal evolution of the count rates and spectral parameters of Cyg X-1 during the observation period. The upper three panels are the light curves of Cyg X-1 measured with a) RXTE-ASM (1.5–12 keV); b) PCA (total energy range 2–60 keV) and c) the Ryle Telescope (at 15 GHz). d) The hardness is the same as in Fig. 12, namely the ratio of the PCA count rates in the energy bands (9.5–15 keV)/(4.5–5.8 keV). The bottom panels show the temporal evolution of e) the photon index $\Gamma_1$; f) the photon index above the spectral break $\Gamma_2$; g) the cutoff and h) folding energy of the high-energy cutoff; i) the hydrogen column; j) the inner temperature and k) the inner radius of the accretion disk; and l) the reduced $\chi^2$ of the best fits. The dashed vertical line indicates the transition.
(Wilms et al. 2006). During the 10 d of our observation, the variation of $\Gamma_1$ and $\Gamma_2$ covered $\sim$33% of the parameter space covered by the long-term monitoring, where $1.6 < \Gamma_1 < 3.4$ was found.

This general similarity between the monitoring on time scales of hours and weeks also extends to the broad-band radio to X-ray spectral variability. The relation between the RXTE orbit-scales of hours and weeks also extends to the broad-band radio to break down on time scales of minutes, especially during long-term monitoring, where the radio and X-ray flux are produced must be small. Similar behavior down to time scales of hours, the region where the radio and X-ray fluxes also show a significant fraction of the overall variability of the source seen in the X-ray monitoring. Because the radio and X-ray fluxes also show similar behavior down to time scales of hours, the region where the radio and X-ray flux are produced must be small.

We expect the tight correlation between the X-rays and the radio to break down on time scales of minutes, especially during flaring episodes, which are interpreted as ejections of hot electron bubbles from the accretion flow into the jet (van der Laan 1966; Hjellming & Johnston 1988; Gleissner et al. 2004a). The radio lightcurve shows flaring behavior. Above this threshold, i.e., during the transition into the soft state, the radio flux decreases.

These results indicate that the overall spectral variability of Cyg X-1 on time scales of hours is similar to that seen on time scales of months. The large scatter seen from one monitoring observation to the next is due to the fact that the variability of the properties of the source on time scales of hours covers a significant fraction of the overall variability of the source seen in the X-ray monitoring. Because the radio and X-ray fluxes also show similar behavior down to time scales of hours, the region where the radio and X-ray flux are produced must be small.

Having discussed the spectral variability on time scales of ks, we now turn to the behavior of Cyg X-1 on time scales of seconds. We will first characterize this behavior through standard power spectrum analysis in several energy bands, and then discuss the variability through Fourier cross-spectral analysis techniques, namely X-ray time lags and the coherence function.

4. X-ray timing behavior

The calculation of the power spectral density (PSD) was performed following Nowak et al. (1999a) and Pottschmidt et al. (2003). Power spectra are normalized according to Miyamoto et al. (1991), i.e.

$$\int \text{PSD}(f) \, df = \left( \frac{\sigma}{\mu} \right)^2,$$

where $\mu$ is the mean value of the light curve and $\sigma$ its standard deviation. The PSDs were modeled as the sum of a power law with an exponential cutoff and two Lorentzian profiles $L_1$ and $L_2$. We parameterize $L_i$ by the peak frequency $v_i$ where $f \times L_i(f)$ reaches its maximum, the quality factor $Q_i = f_i / \Delta f_{\text{FWHM}}$, and the strength $\text{rms}_i$, where $\text{rms}_i^2 = \int_0^{\infty} L_i(f) \, df$ corresponds to the contribution to the relative root mean square variability. Using the peak frequency as independent parameter instead of the resonance frequency

$$f_i = 2 \, Q_i \, v_i \, (1 + 4Q_i^2)^{-1/2}$$

4.1. Power spectra

Fig. 3. Correlation between the photon indices below and above the break energy, derived here for single orbit observations, is identical to the linear correlation present in the long-term spectral evolution from 1999–2004 (Wilms et al. 2006). Note that this correlation extends across hard and soft states.

Fig. 4. Relation between the 15 GHz radio flux and the photon index $\Gamma_1$.
facilitates the fitting procedure, because $v_i$ is much better constrained and less dependent on $Q_i$ than $f_i$, especially for broad Lorentzians with low $Q_i$; $v_i$ is also the relevant parameter for correlations (e.g., Pottschmidt et al. 2003, and references therein). $L_i$ has thus the form

$$L_i(f) = A_i \left( v_i^2 - 2f_i f + f^2 \right)^{-1},$$

where $f_i$ is defined by Eq. (2) and

$$A_i = \text{rms}_i^2 v_i \left( 1 + 4Q_i^2 \right)^{-1/2} \left[ \frac{\pi}{2} + \arctan(2Q_i) \right]^{-1}.$$  

This parameterization naturally comprises “zero frequency-centered Lorentzians” (e.g., Nowak 2000) for $Q_i = 0$ (and thus $f_i = 0$), but $v_i > 0$.

In our earlier work based on data from 1998 to 2001, we required up to four Lorentzians to model the typical power spectrum (Pottschmidt et al. 2003). For the data analyzed here, two broad Lorentzians in addition to a power law with an exponential cutoff describe the PSDs accurately enough (see also Axelsson et al. 2005). The major reason for this difference is that the 1998–2001 data include observations with harder spectra than the data analyzed here (see also below and Fig. 5). Because a strongly rising power law with strong cutoff can affect the rms of broad Lorentzians, we froze the index of the cutoff power law to 1. In combination with the Lorentzian profiles, this $1/f$ “flicker noise” describes the data well, but it does not extend to the highest observed frequencies and a cutoff to the power law was required.

### 4.1.1. Correlation with the X-ray spectrum

During the observation the peak frequency of $L_3$, $\nu_1$, varied between 0.5 and 6 Hz, while the peak frequency of $L_2$ varied between 4 and 30 Hz. These peak frequencies are clearly correlated (Fig. 6); interestingly, we find $\nu_1 \propto \nu_2$ (see Table 2). Figure 5 displays typical power spectra from the hardest to the softest observations. The shape of the power spectra clearly depends on the spectral state, and exhibits the following features:

- The PSDs of observations with a hard X-ray spectrum show a clear double humped profile. Individual Lorentzians can be clearly identified. A few of the hardest observations in this sample ($\Gamma_1 \leq 2.1$) show slight indications of the presence of
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Figure 7. Variation of the 4.5–5.8 keV power spectrum with the photon index $\Gamma_1$. A darker color code indicates a higher value of $f \times \text{PSD}(f)$. Dashes at the bottom show the photon indices of the individual spectra. Intermediate values are interpolated with a Gaussian blur. With increasing photon index the variability components shift to higher frequencies and their intensity decreases (in this energy band $L_2$ completely fades out toward $\Gamma_1 \sim 2.6$).

- A third broad Lorentzian with a peak frequency in the range of 30–60 Hz. The contribution of the low frequencies to the variability of the corresponding light curve is very small, i.e., $f \times \text{PSD}(f)$ decreases strongly toward low frequencies and no power law component is apparent.
- With softening X-ray spectrum, the low-frequency ($\lesssim 0.1$ Hz) variability increases. In this frequency range the PSD has a power law shape. The Lorentzian components shift to higher frequencies.
- In the spectrally softest observations the power law with exponential cutoff dominates the PSD. The rms of the second Lorentzian $L_2$, which is located at higher frequencies, is significantly reduced with respect to $L_1$.

Figure 7 shows how the power spectrum changes as a function of the photon index $\Gamma_1$. The image shows the humps of the PSDs as dark bands, which become weaker when the X-ray spectrum gets softer. In addition it is apparent that the peak frequencies of the Lorentzians are clearly correlated with the photon index $\Gamma_1$ (see also Fig. 8). See Table 2 for the numerical relation between the Lorentzian parameters and the spectral shape.

4.1.2. Energy dependence of the variability

Figure 9 shows the shapes of two power spectra calculated for the same observation but in different energy bands. While the qualitative shape of the PSDs is similar and the corresponding peak frequencies are found to agree within their uncertainties, the strength of the individual components of the PSD is clearly energy-dependent. The most obvious disparity is the strength of the humps. This energy dependency can be quantified using the Lorentzian model. The peak frequencies and quality factors of the individual Lorentzians are generally energy-band-independent within their statistical uncertainty. The rms of the Lorentzians, however, is strongly energy-band-dependent.

We fitted the power spectra from both energy bands simultaneously, constraining $\nu_1$ and $Q_1$ to have the same value in all energy bands and leaving the Lorentzian rms a function of the
The lag is generally a strong function of Fourier frequency. To obtain a simpler quantity, we averaged the time lag spectrum and the coherence function in the 3.2–10 Hz band (see Pottschmidt et al. 2003). We use these averaged coherence and time lag values in the following. Their evolution is shown in Fig. 11. In this data set the coherence was close to 1 and the time lag was usually longer than ∼4 ms. After the transition to the soft state there are observations in which the time lag drops to about 2 ms. The time lags vary strongly between about 2 and 11 ms after the transition, and the coherence changes rapidly. This behavior is flux-dependent: while short time lags occur at the highest count rates, the time lags are long during the soft state observations with relatively low count rates.

Figure 12 again shows the HID of the present observation. The X-ray hardness and intensity in Fig. 12 are calculated on a resolution of 16 s, while the X-ray lags, indicated in the figure by grayscale, have been calculated on a time scale of individual RXTE orbits, which typically had an exposure of 3 ks.

Different regions in the HID are dominated by different characteristic lag values. In the hard state the time lag is shortest at the largest hardness and increases as the X-ray spectrum softens. In the soft state the X-ray time lag is short at the highest count rates, while it is strongly enhanced at low count rates.

The shortest hard state lag found (about 4 ms) is above the lowest values found by Pottschmidt et al. (2003), which is consistent with the fact that there are only observations with \( \Gamma_1 \gtrsim 2.0 \) in our data set. Observations with harder X-ray spectra and shorter lags are not included in the sample analyzed here.

Previous work indicated that the time lags in typical soft states were quite short (2–3 ms; comparable to the shortest lags seen in hard states), and that the time lags increased during transitional states (Pottschmidt et al. 2003). The temporal evolution shown in Fig. 11 reveals that the time lags are short (2–3 ms) when the variability contribution of the power law noise is large, whereas the Lorentzian variability close to the transition is associated with long time lags (4–11 ms depending on spectral hardness). This is consistent with the results of Pottschmidt et al. (2003), where the shortest time lags in the soft state arose from variability power spectra dominated by a cutoff power law, as opposed to Lorentzian shape.

5. Discussion and summary

5.1. Discussion

The changes of the emission properties of Cyg X-1 are continuous. Because the source does not follow the complete q-shaped track in a hardness intensity diagram, which is found in outbursts of X-ray transients (Fender et al. 2004; Homan & Belloni 2005; Dunn et al. 2010), it is difficult to specify well-defined borders between its different emission states. We find the following changes of properties: in the classical hard state of Cyg X-1 strong radio emission is observed, which is thought to originate from a steady jet. The intensity of the radio emission increases as the spectrum softens up to about \( \Gamma_1 \approx 2.1 \). Above this value, when Cyg X-1 leaves its classical hard state (Wilms et al. 2006), the radio flux decreases in correlation with the hard X-ray flux (Gleissner et al. 2004a).
In the transitional state data analyzed here, we see an additional change of the emission properties at $\Gamma_1 \approx 2.5$, where the HID separates and the behavior of the time lags changes. Remarkably, this result is indicated by both spectral and timing analysis. The data points fall into two clearly separated regions in the HID, also corresponding to different power spectral shapes. Transient BH XRBs only drastically change their timing properties during transitions from “hard intermediate states” to “soft intermediate states”. The fractional rms drops because of the disappearance of flat-top noise components (described as Lorentzians in this paper) in favor of a 1/f noise component (power law) noise.

5.1.2. Noise components

Our model consisting of only two Lorentzian profiles in addition to a power law with exponential cutoff is clearly justified by the structure of the power spectra shown in Fig. 7. A third Lorentzian is only slightly indicated in a few of our hardest observations (consistent with Pottschmidt et al. 2003), but is not required in general. Our identification of the Lorentzian profiles is equal to that of Axelsson et al. (2005, see also the discussion in their Sect. 4.1), and our results are consistent with theirs: the $\nu_1 - \nu_2$ relation is identical, and it is also visible here that $\text{rms}_2$ decreases uniformly with the peak frequency $\nu_2$.

Power spectra in the two energy bands used here can be modeled simultaneously with the normalization as the only energy-dependent parameter. This means that a single physical process is responsible for producing the individual variability components, but that the contribution of each process to the variability is energy-dependent.

There are different physical models describing the origin and the behavior of the noise components observed in the power spectra. Some models connect the observed frequencies with fundamental general relativistic ones of perturbed orbit periods near the compact object (see Nowak & Lehr 1998, for a summary). Among others, mechanisms discussed are perturbed epicyclic frequencies, the Lense-Thirring precession frequency, and “diskoseismic” modes that are related to maximum epicyclic frequency. Our observed peak frequencies, 0.5–30 Hz, correspond to epicyclic frequencies at about 22–345 gravitational radii for a 10 $M_\odot$ compact object. Nowak & Lehr (1998) point out that the “diskoseismic” frequencies are very sensitive to luminosity changes, have a low rms variability, and thus cannot be applied to systems with $\geq 10\%$ rms as in our observation. In addition, it is difficult to explain the spectral hardness of the variability components. Compared to the Lorentzian profile $L_1$, the one at high frequencies, $L_2$, is more dominant in the high-energy band, which is clearly above energies at which the disk emission contributes strongly, thus it is unlikely that both variabilities originate from the same region. Wilkinson & Uttley (2009) observe a low-frequency Lorentzian profile originating from the accretion disk. Utley et al. (2011) point out that the disk can produce high-frequency variations as well, which would not show up as strong soft variations, provided that they occur at small disk radii so that only a small fraction of disk flux is modulated as they propagate inward. In contrast to $L_1$, the absolute variability contributions of $L_2$, and also that of the 1/f noise component, are comparable in both energy bands, however.
Fig. 11. Evolution of the timing parameters during the observation. The upper panel a) shows the PCA light curve of Fig. 2b for comparison; b) the averaged time lag in the 3–10 Hz band; c) coherence in the 3–10 Hz band; and d) Lorentzian peak frequencies. The following panels show the rms in both energy bands (circles for the 4.5–5.8 keV band and crosses for the 9.5–15 keV band) of the components: e) rms of \( L_1 \); f) of \( L_2 \); g) the power law; and h) the total rms.

Psaltis & Norman (2000) postulate a transition radius in the inner disk acting as a low band-pass filter, which yields a dynamical model for the production of modulations, with a strong resonance to orbital, periastron- and nodal-precession. The model accounts for the observed PSDs and explains correlations between the characteristic frequencies. We find \( v_1 \propto \sqrt{v_2} \), which cannot be identified clearly with one of the correlations between the modes calculated by Psaltis & Norman (2000). An extrapolation of this relation implies a characteristic frequency of \( \sim 30 \) Hz, at which \( v_1 \equiv v_2 \).

In the soft state the variability (rms) at high frequencies is lower, indicating a relatively steady state within the analyzed time scales. A possible interpretation of the power law arising in the PSDs as the spectrum softens is flicker noise in the accretion
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Fig. 12. X-ray lag as a function of position in the hardness intensity diagram. See text for further explanation.

Fig. 13. Contribution of the power law to the variability in the two energy bands. The dashed line is the identity.

Fig. 14. The quality factor of the Lorentzian profiles.

The dependence of the Lorentzians’ rms on their peak frequency (Fig. 15) is similar to that presented by Pottschmidt et al. (2003) in Fig. 6 of their work. There is, however, one slight difference: their Fig. 6 indicates a unique relation between the peak frequency and the rms of all Lorentzians below ~20 Hz, i.e., when one Lorentzian shifted to a frequency at which another Lorentzian used to be, its rms was the same as that of the other Lorentzian had at this frequency. This relation could be interpreted as a self-similarity, i.e., one Lorentzian profile replaces another one when it shifts to its frequency and originates from the same process or the same mode. Figure 15 does not show this behavior. Owing to the different energy dependence of the Lorentzians it is obvious that this relation depends on the considered energy channels. It is nevertheless possible that one Lorentzian replaces another one at its frequency, because when $L_1$ shifts to the position of $L_2$ other properties of the source also change. For example $\nu_2$ is about 5 Hz for $\Gamma_1 \approx 2.0$, whereas $\nu_1$ reaches this frequency at $\Gamma_1 \approx 2.7$. This change in the X-ray spectrum implies changes in the emitting region, possibly affecting the properties of the variability components.

5.1.3. Time lags

Previous time lag studies of Cyg X-1 showed typically short lags around 2–3 ms in the hard state, while enhanced lags up to 9 ms were observed during “failed state transitions”. Pottschmidt et al. (2003) used the energy bands 2–4 keV and 8–13 keV to obtain these values. When the source entered deeper into the soft state, the time lag returned to short values (Pottschmidt et al. 2000).

Our new data set with higher temporal resolution (RXTE orbit-wise extractions) allows us to extend these results (Figs. 11, 12). In the hard state the time lag increases with softening X-ray spectrum consistent with previous observations, whereas after the transition to the soft state the time lag behavior changes. Depending on the brightness, the time lag changes from values of up to 11 ms at low count rates to values of 2–3 ms at high count rates without appreciable softening of the source. Changes from long to short time lags occur from one RXTE orbit
to the next. Figure 11 shows that the lag is short when the variability contribution of the power law is large, whereas the time lags of the Lorentzian variability are long depending on their peak frequency and thus on the spectral hardness.

Time lags can originate from reprocessing of radiation and propagation in the emitting region. Nowak et al. (1999b) exclude disk-intrinsic time delays as the sole reason for the lag, and discuss constraints on properties of the corona if the time lag originates in it. Kylafis et al. (2008) present a jet model that can reproduce the behavior of the time lags in the Cyg X-1 hard state. Körding & Falcke (2004) show that time lags can be caused by a pivoting power law spectrum arising, e.g., from a jet/synchrotron model. In their work the sign of the time lag depends on the hardness/flux correlation (Körding & Falcke 2004, Fig. 9). Interestingly, the correlation visible in the lambdad-shaped HIDs seems to change its sign coinciding with the change in time lag behavior, exactly at the transition: in the hard state the count rate increases with decreasing hardness, while it is the other way around in the SIMS. The transition is also where the behavior of the time lag changes.

Uttley et al. (2011) show that the time lags seen at soft X-rays (0.5–9 keV) are caused by the accretion disk. They point out that Comptonization models for lags have difficulties, whereas propagation delays (see, e.g., Kotov et al. 2001; Arévalo & Uttley 2006) can explain their data, and that a similar mechanism can cause time lags at higher energies.

The clear correlations between spectral and timing properties put strong constraints on models explaining the emission of accreting black holes.

5.2. Summary

The main results of this paper can be summarized as follows:

- Cyg X-1 was in an intermediate/soft state during 2005 February 01–11. The photon index $\Gamma_1$ reached values between 2.0 and 2.7 and was correlated with $\Gamma_2$ in the same way as found by Wilms et al. (2006).

- The source was very variable during that period of time; the total PCA count rate varied between 1000 and 5000 counts s$^{-1}$ per PCU.

- A full transition from the hard state to the soft state occurred in less than 2.5 h. The two states can be clearly distinguished in a hardness intensity diagram.

- Spectral and timing parameters are strongly correlated. The peak frequencies of the Lorentzian profiles shift to higher values with increasing $\Gamma_1$. Those are identical in the low- and the high-energy band, whereas their rms depends on the energy.

- In the HIMS the time lag increases with decreasing hardness. After the transition to the SIMS the time lag behaves differently. At high count rates ($\gtrsim$2500 counts s$^{-1}$ per PCU in this case) the time lag drops to about 2 ms and the contribution of the power law noise is large. At lower count rates the time lag is long, with values up to 11 ms.
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Fig. 15. Dependence of the rms of the Lorentzian profiles on the photon index (left) and on the peak frequencies (right). The open squares correspond to the first Lorentzian and the filled diamonds to the second one.